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Dissipating step bunches during crystallization under transport control
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In studies of crystal formation by the generation and spreading of layers, equidistant step trains are consid-
ered unstable—bunches and other spatiotemporal patterns of the growth steps are viewed as ubiquitous. We
provide an example to the opposite. We monitor the spatiotemporal dynamics of steps and the resulting step
patterns during crystallization of the proteins ferritin and apoferritin using the atomic force microscope. The
variations in step velocity and density are not correlated, indicating the lack of a long-range attraction between
the steps. We show that~i! because of its coupling to bulk transport, nucleation of new layers is chaotic and
occurs at the facet edges, where the interfacial supersaturation is higher;~ii ! step bunches self-organize via the
competition for supply from the solution; and,~iii ! bunches of weakly interacting steps decay as they move
along the face. Tests by numerical modeling support the conclusions about the mechanisms underlying our
observations. The results from these systems suggest that during crystallization controlled by transport, with
weakly or noninteracting growth steps, the stable kinetic state of the surface is an equidistant step train, and
step bunches only arise during nucleation of new layers. Since nucleation only occurs at a few sites on the
surface, the surface morphology may be controllably patterned or smoothened by locally controlling nucle-
ation.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.67.031606 PACS number~s!: 81.10.Aj
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I. INTRODUCTION

During crystallization by spreading of layers, the dom
nant mode of growth from a broad range of media—high a
low temperature solutions, vapors, etc.—the growth st
have been found to break from an equidistant arrangem
leading to bunches and higher-order patterns@1–5#. Histori-
cally, interest in step-bunch formation has been spurred
their link to striations, nonuniform defect incorporation, a
other inhomogeneities that ruin the quality and utility of t
crystals@4,6#. On the other hand, it has recently been su
gested that step bunches could be utilized as suitable site
the nucleation of nanometer-size islands on the surfac
foreign substrates; a self-organizing step-bunch pat
would serve as a template for an ordered array of such
lands@7,8#. These two features underscore the pursuit of
sight into the mechanisms of formation and evolution of s
bunches. Such insight would serve as the basis of con
pathways that allow in some cases to either completely av
step bunching, to constrain bunching to an unavoidable m
mum, or, for certain systems, to induce preselected step
terns.

The theoretical treatments of the bunching of steps s
from the loss of stability of an equidistant step train@9–15#.
These works consider steps on the surfaces of crystals g
ing or dissolving in solution, melt, vapor, or high-vacuu
environments. Steps are assumed to interact through com
tition for supply via the adsorbed surface layer@11#, or via
the bulk of the source phase@9,10,14#. Other sources of step
interaction include steps’ elastic fields@12#, and entropy as-
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sociated with the finite width that a meandering step oc
pies @3#. Steady and time-dependent impurity effec
@13,14,16# and various types of asymmetry of incorporatio
of the building blocks into the steps have been included
the models@8,11,12,15,17#. The general conclusion of thes
works is that the equidistant step trains are unstable, and
bunching is ubiquitous. A corollary of most of these mech
nisms is that as steps propagate away from their source
wards the edge of the crystal, bunching is expected to e
late.

Here, we provide an example to the opposite. We sh
that during crystallization of the proteins ferritin and apofe
ritin, chaotic generation of layers by a highly nonlinear s
face nucleation is followed by self-organization of these la
ers into regular step-bunch patterns. As they propagate a
the surface, the step bunches decay, i.e., the stable sta
the vicinal slope is that of an equidistant step train. We
sign the stability of the equidistant step train to two facto
the lack of a long-range attraction between the steps, and
dominant role of transport through the solution in the over
control of the crystallization kinetics.

We found no differences in the kinetic dependences
corded with ferritin and apoferritin. Moreover, a parall
study revealed that the two proteins not only have ident
growth mechanisms@18#, but also their solubilities and ki-
netic coefficients for incorporation into the steps rescaled
terms of molecular densities and sizes are identical@19#. Be-
cause of this identity, in the following discussion results f
the two proteins will be used interchangeably.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

A. Solution preparation

Ferritin and apoferritin stock solutions were separa
into monomer, dimer, and ‘‘trimer’’ fractions as described
:
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detail in Ref.@20#. All experiments discussed here were c
ried out using the monomer fraction dissolved in 0.2 M s
dium acetate buffer atpH 5.0. The sum residual amount o
dimer and trimers in this fraction after purification was;5%
~w/w!. To induce crystallization, CdSO4 was added to con
centration in the crystallizing solution of 2.5%~w/v!. The
supersaturation of the solution was calculated ass
5Dm/kBT5 ln (gC/geCe)'ln(C/Ce). Here C is the solution
concentration, the concentration at equilibriumCe

525mg mL21 for apoferritin, and 35mg mL21 for ferritin.
This Ce was determined from atomic force microsco
monitoring of step motion as the value at which the pro
gation of the steps stops, before reversing direction at lo
concentrations@18,21,22#. The last approximate equalit
above uses that the activity coefficientsg'ge'1, demon-
strated in Ref.@23#.

B. Crystallization and atomic force microscopy imaging

Droplets of crystallizing solution of;50 mL of either
protein were placed on 12-mm glass coverslips mounted
iron disks. To avoid evaporation the droplets were cove
with glass covers, hermetically sealed and left overnight i
controlled room temperature at;22 °C. Typically, this lead
to the formation of 3–20 crystals of sizes ranging from 20
200 mm, firmly attached to the glass bottom. Disks wi
droplets containing 3–5 crystals were selected and mag
cally mounted on the AFM scanner. The fluid AFM cell w
filled with crystallizing solution before imaging commence

All images were collectedin situ during growth of the
crystals using the less intrusive tapping mode of imag
@24#. This allows visualization of adsorbed protein and im
purity species~tip impact in contact imaging mode ofte
prevents such imaging!. We also employed scans with dis
abledy axis, similar to previous STM work on metals an
semiconductors in ultrahigh vacuum@25#. The technique al-
lows continuous monitoring of processes with characteri
times of the order of 0.1–1 sec.

We used standard SiN tips. The tapping drive freque
was adjusted in the range 25–31 kHz to the resonance v
for specific tip used. Other scanning parameters were
justed such that continuous imaging affected neither the
face structure, nor the process dynamics. For verification,
varied the scan sizes and the time elapsed between im
collections, and saw that neither the spatial nor the temp
characteristics of the processes changed. For further de
of the AFM imaging, see Refs.@21, 26, 27#.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Phenomenology of the step patterns

Figure 1 illustrates the typical surface morphology of
large, ;450 mm apoferritin crystal growing from a supe
saturated solution of this protein. We see two locations of
same train of steps: near the facet edge in Fig. 1~a! where
new layers are generated by surface nucleation of isla
and, in Fig. 1~b!, near the center of the facet,;250 mm
downstream. At both locations, layer thickness equals
lattice parameter in thê111& direction, 10.5 nm@21#. While
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the step generation near the edge appears chaotic, with s
steps intermingled with stacks of layers of various heig
down the steps’ pathway, a regular step arrangement evo
consisting of near-perfect step-density waves, Fig. 1~d!.

The reasons for the selection of the edges as a prefe
surface nucleation site are revealed by the numerical mo
ing of the convective-diffusive transport in a supersatura
solution of the proteins ferritin and apoferritin towards
growing crystal of the respective protein in Ref.@28#. The
results showed a significant nonuniformity of the supersa
ration at the crystals’ surface@28#. In agreement with theory
and previous observations@29,30#, these simulations predic
a higher supersaturations at the crystal edges than at th
centers of the facets. The ratios of thes values at the two
locations depend on the transport regime~convective diffu-
sive or purely diffusive!, crystal’s size, and supersaturatio
but were always between;1.5 and;3 @28#. The changes in
morphology induced by higher supersaturations and lar
crystal sizes, illustrated in Fig. 2, are in agreement with
simulations’ results—on crystals smaller than;100 mm and
at low supersaturations, step generation is uniformly dist
uted over the whole crystal facet, indicating supersatura
uniformity. As the crystals grow and the facet width excee
100 mm, step generation gradually concentrates along
crystal edges Fig. 2~b!. For crystals larger than;150–160
mm in Fig. 2~c!, layer generation occurs exclusively alon
the edges.

B. Spatiotemporal evolution of step patterns

For insight into the step pattern dynamics, we monitor
the spatiotemporal evolution of sections of the step train.
this, we chose a fast scanning direction perpendicular to

FIG. 1. Step patterns on the surface of a ferritin crystal.~a! and
~b! atomic force microscopy images of areas located near the f
edge in~a! and close to the facet center~b!. The areas of~a! and~b!
were chosen so that the steps seen in~b! are generated at the loca
tion imaged in~a!. ~c! Schematic of crystal face and locations
imaging in ~a! and ~b!; arrow indicates direction of step motion i
monitored step train.~d! Height profile and local slope distribution
along the line shown in~b!; h0510.6 nm is the height of a mono
molecular step on the@111# surface of the ferritin crystals.
6-2
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steps and disabled the slow scanning axis of the AFM. In
collected pseudoimages, the vertical axis represents t
The duration of such data collections were often as long
90–100 min; after the end of such runs, area scans tha
clude the line of scanning in thex-t mode were collected
Some~,20%! of these images, especially those collected
earlier experiments, revealed artifacts due to tip impact al
the single scanning line; onlyx-t data sets without such art
facts were considered. An example of such data is show
Fig. 3~a!. The digitized pseudoimage in Fig. 3~b! consists of
lines that trace the locationx of each step in Fig. 3~a! at time
t. These lines fully characterize the dynamics of the mo
tored step train segment. Thus, the slope of a line tracin
step is reciprocal to the step velocityv, the local step density
l 21, and vicinal slopep5h0l 21 @h0510.5 nm is the thick-
ness of a~111! layer in ferritin or apoferritin# can be deter-

FIG. 2. Atomic force microscopy images of the surface of gro
ing apoferritin crystals taken near the center of the respective fa
Facet size is;90 mm in ~a!, ;150mm in ~b! and;220mm in ~c!.
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mined from the distances between the linesl at a chosen time
t. The time intervals between subsequent stepsDt at a cho-
sen locationx determine the normal growth rateR5h0 /Dt at
this location.

Figure 3~b!, similar plots in Fig. 4, and all other simila
data sets show that the step density varies within a br
range. Steps in packets of high step density do not h
lower or higher step velocities than those in packets of low
density, i.e., the step bunches move with a velocity simila
that of the elementary steps. Accordingly, plots of the lo
step velocities as a function of the step density surround
these steps~graphs not shown! for all x-t data sets reveal no
correlation between the two variables. We conclude t

-
et.

FIG. 3. Quantification of the step train dynamics.~a! A
pseudoimage of a 10mm section of a step train similar to the one
Fig. 2~c! recorded by orienting the fast scanning axis perpendicu
to the dominant step direction, see, e.g., Fig. 2~c!, and disabling the
slow scanning axis of the atomic force microscope. In this imag
mode, the vertical axis represents the elapsed time.~b! Digital ver-
sion of the image in~a! in which each point represents the positio
of a step along the surface coordinatex at time t.

FIG. 4. Spatiotemporal characteristics of the step trains at
persaturations52.3 near the facet edge and center, as indicated
the top of each column. Top pannels,x-t diagrams of the step train
sections. Middle, time traces of the local vicinal slope at the mid
of each segment; the time-averaged slope is printed in the p
These traces correspond to cross sections of thex-t diagrams
marked with dashed lines. Bottom, Fourier transforms of the sl
traces; the value of the maximum normalized amplitude is print
6-3
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there exists no long-range step-step attraction or repulsio
the ferritin or apoferritin system.

Careful observation of the step traces in Fig. 3~b! reveals
numerous twinning~two step joining into a single one! and
detwining events. Only steps separated prior to twinning
distances of,100 nm'7 lattice parameters twin, indicatin
the presence of a short-range step-step attraction. In
@18#, it was shown that this attraction is likely due to th
overlapping of the fields of surface diffusion of adjace
steps; the characteristic surface diffusion length, determi
from these results, was a few lattice parameters. This s
length determines the range of the attraction. The nume
twinning events suggest that the repulsion between steps
may be associated with entropic or elastic interactions, o
present in semiconductor systems@3,12#, is weaker than the
attraction.

Detwinning, or splitting of double-height steps into tw
elementary steps will be addressed further below.

C. Mechanisms of step pattern formation and evolution

Figure 4 compares the spatiotemporal characteristic
step patterns at the crystal periphery, and at the facet ce
The studied crystal, similar to the one depicted in Fig
above, was about 400mm in size, with steps generated at th
edges of the facet and moving inwards. The two top pan
are the respectivex-t diagrams. The corresponding time ev
lutions of the vicinal slope at the middle of the monitor
step train segments are shown in the middle panels. C
parisons between these traces, and between their respe
Fourier transforms in the bottom panels of Fig. 4 show t
as the steps move, the variations in local slope decrease.
decrease occurs despite the increase in the average val
the vicinal slope—higher slope is considered a destabiliz
factors that favors the formation of step bunches@31,32#, and
it contrasts the behavior of the step patterns in another w
investigated protein system, lysozyme@33,34#.

We attribute the higher vicinal slope at the facet cente
the lower supersaturation at this location, according to
mechanism put forth in Ref.@35#; for experimental evidence
in favor of this mechanism, including for other protein sy
tems, see Refs.@30, 36#. Note that the slope increases fro
facet edge to center by a factor of;2, roughly equal to the
corresponding decrease in interfacial supersaturation.
latter observation is consistent with the above conclus
about the lack of long-range step-step attraction—such
traction leads to vicinal slope increase severalfold stron
than the supersaturation decrease causing it@36#.

The Fourier spectra in the bottom panels of Fig. 4 sho
sharp peak in the data collected near the edge. These p
indicate that soon after the chaotic layer generation see
Fig. 1, the steps self-organize into rather regular patte
There are no definite peaks in the Fourier spectra of the
for the facet center, indicating partial suppression of ins
bilities. The step-bunch decay, reflected by the data in Fig
reveals a tendency towards equidistant steps, i.e., the e
distant step train is the stable state of the step train in
conditions of growth in Fig. 4.

Figures 5 and 6 reveal that the fluctuations in the vici
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slope decrease with increasing supersaturations, and
larger crystal sizes. The right-hand side panels in Fig.
reflecting data collected at the facet center of a crystal;400
mm wide show significantly reduced slope fluctuations a
step bunching. The size of the crystal, the supersaturat
and the location of sampling on the facet are the parame
which determine the rate of transport of solute to the stud
step segment at the interface@33,37#. Furthermore, higher
supersaturations, larger sizes, and central locations are
ducive to stronger transport control of the overall proce
rate. In this context, the observations in Figs. 4, 5, and
suggest that the coupling of bulk solution transport to int
facial kinetics causes step bunching in the ferritin or apof
ritin system.

To determine which of the two coupled processes ha
higher weight in the overall kinetics control for the case
ferritin or apoferritin, we calculate the kinetic Peclet numb
Pek for the ferritin or apoferritin system,

Pek5bstpd/D, ~1!

wherebst is the step kinetic coefficient,d is a characteristic
length of the bulk diffusion, typically a few hundre
micrometers, and D is the diffusivity of ferritin,

FIG. 5. Spatiotemporal characteristics of the step trains near
facet periphery at the supersaturations indicated on the top of
column. Top, time traces of the local vicinal slope extracted fr
the respectivex-t diagrams~not shown!. Bottom, Fourier transforms
of the slope traces; the value of the maximum normalized amplit
is printed.

FIG. 6. Spatiotemporal characteristics of the step trains at
persaturations52.3 recorded at the facet center with crysta
whose sizes are indicated on the top of each column. Top, t
traces of the local vicinal slope extracted from the respectivex-t
diagrams~not shown!. Bottom, Fourier transforms of the slop
traces.
6-4
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DISSIPATING STEP BUNCHES DURING . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E67, 031606 ~2003!
equal to that of apoferritin,D53.231027 cm2 s21. @19#
With bst5631024 cm s21 for both proteins@18,20# and
taking, as in Refs.@5, 33#, d5300mm, Pek>1.1. Values of
Pek>1 indicate higher weight of the transport through t
solution bulk in the overall control of the kinetics. This co
clusion agrees with the heavy solution depletion at
crystal-solution interface that brings the interfacial conc
tration of the protein down to only;30% of its value far
from the crystal@28#.

Thus, the tendencies illustrated by Figs. 5 and 6 ag
with a rationale put forth earlier@5,33#, which predicts that in
transport-controlled systems, higher weight of transport le
to lower kinetic instabilities.

The scenario of the formation and evolution, emerg
from the above observations and considerations, is as
lows: The coupling of the surface nucleation process, with
exponential dependence on supersaturation, to the slow
ply of solute to the nucleation sites leads to a kinetic ins
bility with quasiperiodically changing rates@38#. The actual
near-chaotic picture, seen in Fig. 1~a!, will be discussed be-
low. Since step velocity only has a weak linear depende
on supersaturation, it is less sensitive to these perturbat
and as the steps move inwards, step patterns can bec
more regular. Since steps separated from their neighbors
in better supply conditions@37#, they move faster until the
well-organized step-density wave, illustrated in Figs. 1~b!
and 1~c! sets in.

D. Decay of the step bunches in a transport-controlled regime

To understand the decay of step bunches in the transp
controlled regime, we invoke a scenario similar to the o
put forth in Refs.@2,10,32#. Areas of high density of nonin
teracting steps are also areas of local growth rate max
and, in a transport-controlled regime, supersatura
minima. Again, in a transport-controlled regime, the solu
diffusion field near the interface lags behind the step pat
that generates it. As a consequence, step train segmen
high step density move into areas of higher supersatura
while the trailing segments of lower step density finds the
selves in areas of lower supersaturation. The steps tra
behind the step bunch are prevented from catching up w
the bunch and increasing its height. A self-consistent ana
cal solution has shown that this results in dissipating s
bunches and stabilization of the equidistant step trains@32#.

A crucial detail in the above mechanism is the lack
long-range step-step attraction, discussed in a prece
subsection—such attraction would impede step train s
ments of high step density stronger than the acceleration
to growth under dominant transport control. Thus, the u
mate cause for the stability of equidistant step trains in
ritin or apoferritin growth is the short characteristic length
surface diffusion. Further insight into the reasons underly
the selection of such short characteristic length is inhibi
by our poor understanding of the adsorption and desorp
processes and the nature of the adsorbed layer; for addit
data on surface diffusion on ferritin crystal faces incomp
ible with the classical models, see Ref.@18#.
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E. Numerical modeling

To test the feasibility that the mechanism described ab
could underlie the observed unsteady behavior in the ferr
or apoferritin system, we carried out numerical simulatio
We used the finite-volume numerical model of the bu
transport in solution coupled to the crystal growth kinetics
the interface discussed in detail in Refs.@37,39#. For simplic-
ity, only purely diffusive transport was considered, for jus
fication and the limits of the relevance of this assumptio
see Ref.@39#. The model is two dimensional, with a cryst
of 2a long anda high ~a was set between 100 and 400mm!
resting at the bottom center of a rectangular cell 1 mm h
and 6 mm wide. To maximize the spatial resolution in t
calculation of the solute flux towards individual steps, w
used a mesoscale grid at the solution-crystal interface. T
grid contains 10 vertical mesh lines per terrace that mo
with the step positions and adjust to the changing terr
widths during the simulation, keeping high line density ne
the steps and lower density in the middle of the terrace. T
mesoscale grid contains 11 horizontal lines, which start a
distance of 0.22mm from the interface and have spacin
increasing by a power law to 25mm. The protein concentra
tions and fluxes towards the solution crystal interface, cal
lated within the mesoscale grid, are continuously coupled
those in the macroscale grid as discussed in Ref.@37#.

This model was evaluated with transport and kinetics
rameters characteristic for the growth of ferritin and apof
ritin crystals from aqueous solutions. The velocity of ea
step n was assumed to be proportional to the local, tim
dependent protein concentration at the interfaceC(x,t):

n~x,t !5bstepVCe@C~x,t !2Ce#. ~2!

This assumption implies that the parameter of inters
interactionk50 ~for the link betweenk and the parameter
of the surface diffusion and the direct incorporation mec
nisms, see Refs.@39,40#!, based on the evidence discussed
relation to Fig. 3. In Eq. ~2.! V5 1

4 b351.56
310218 cm3 is the volume occupied by one molecule in th
crystal;b518.4 nm@41# is the lattice parameter of the f.c.c
lattice of ferritin or apoferritin crystals,Ce5331013 cm23

is the solubility in units of molecules per unit volume, so th
VCe5531025. The kinetic coefficientbstepwas taken to be
631024 cm s21, Refs.@21, 22#.

Since we are interested in modeling step generation
propagation on larger crystals, following Figs. 1 and 2,
assume that nucleation of new layers only occurs at the ed
of the facets. As in Refs.@37,39#, we assume that the rate o
surface nucleationJ2D depends on the time-dependent pr
tein concentrationCcorner(t) and the solution supersaturatio
scorner(t)5 ln@Ccorner(t)/Ce# as

J2D~ t !5ACcorner~ t !expS 2
B

scorner~ t ! D . ~3!

The value of the phenomenological parameterA ~for its
link to the actual nucleation parameters, see Refs.@37,39#!,
was varied to ensure continuity or to vary the discontinu
between the initial surface condition and the newly emerg
6-5
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LIN, YAU, AND VEKILOV PHYSICAL REVIEW E 67, 031606 ~2003!
steps. The constantB contains the energy barrier for nucle
ation, and its value was set at 60@27,39#.

The probabilityP for the generation of a new step withi
a time tnucl after the preceding nucleation event was cal
lated as@42#

P@ tnucl,Ccorner~ t !#512exp$2J2D@Ccorner~ t !#tnucl%, ~4!

and a nucleation event occurred only afterP exceeded a pre
determined value, selected as in Ref.@39#. SinceCcornerdrops
immediate after the generation of a step and is slowly rep
ished from the solution bulk, Eq.~4! provides for a self-
coordinated step pattern generation.

The initial state of the crystal surface is an equidist
step train with slopep50.02 and the highest point at the tw
edges of the two-dimensional crystal. At the beginning o
simulation, the crystal is exposed to solution with concen
tion 0.25 mg mL21510Ce , so thats52.3. As the steps be
gin to move according to Eq.~2!, the solution is depleted an
the interfacial concentration drops. This leads to lower nuc
ation rate, according to Eq.~3!, and to longer times betwee
individual nucleation events. This behavior is illustrated
the first 120 min in Fig. 7. The slower growth at time
growth ;120 min allows replenishment of protein conce
tration in the interfacial layer, and nucleation gradually a
celerates, until the oscillation is repeated with a lower a
plitude. No steady state is reached for simulation tim
longer than 2000 min of growth.

Note the emergence of two characteristic nucleation tim
linked to the slow supply of solute from the solution. Th
shorter one separates the individual nucleation events
cording to Eq.~4!, while the longer one describes the lon
term variation of the nucleation rate in Fig. 7. In simulatio
of kinetics-controlled systems, only the first time is pres
and the nucleation reaches a quasisteady state@37,43#.

If the top face half sizea is greater than 150mm, solution
depletion and growth deceleration is faster. Solution dep
tion reaches lower levels, causing the nucleation of new
ers and growth to stop. With 150mm,a,200mm, nucle-
ation resumes after 150–200 min; witha.200mm, growth
did not resume for up to 1000 min. Witha,100mm, the

FIG. 7. Numerical modeling results for a crystal with upp
facet size 2a5250mm. The time between individual events o
nucleation of new layers at the edge of the top facet are plotted
function of the growth time.
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minimum of the time between nucleation events, which
Fig. 7 occurs at;120 min, is not reached for 1000 min o
simulations.

The oscillatory nucleation rate in Fig. 7 qualitatively e
plains some of the features of the unsteady nucleation,
served in Figs. 1 and 2. Thus, high nucleation rate and s
times between nucleation events would correspond to
nucleation of stacks of new layers, while the long times b
tween nucleation events results in the regions of low s
density. Since the model assumes steady external condit
these results show that unsteady nucleation can be the r
of the coupling between interfacial supersaturation and n
linear kinetics. Obviously, the characteristic times of nuc
ation rate oscillations resulting from the model and seen
the experiments differ significantly. We recall that during a
tual crystallization, transport is convective-diffusive, co
trary to the assumption of purely diffusive transport in t
simulations. This leads to shorter characteristic times of
transport towards the crystal’s interface. Furthermore,
quent mechanic and hydrodynamic perturbations inevita
affect the transport processes during an experiment.

The step patterns emerging from the model are illustra
in Fig. 8, showing the evolution of the surface profile
snapshots separated by 30 min. After growth begins,

a

FIG. 8. Numerical modeling results for a crystal with upp
facet size 2a5250mm. Evolution of the left section of the crysta
surface profile as a result of the spreading of the layers wh
generation is reflected in Fig. 7; the time interval between sub
quent profiles is 30 min.h0510.6 nm is the height of a monomo
lecular step on the@111# surface of the ferritin and apoferritin crys
tals. z/h050 corresponds to the facet edge att50. Horizontal
dashed lines bracket steps used for comparisons. Inclined
mark pairs of parallel lines of equal length. Deviation of the st
profile from the right inclined lines illustrates the slight steepen
of the step train. Short horizontal lines mark the rightmost a
leftmost visible terrace widths; their spread is between 1.5 and
mm at the facet edge and 1.4 and 4.9mm atx;90mm, indicating a
tendency towards dissipation of the step bunch and equalizatio
interstep distances.
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DISSIPATING STEP BUNCHES DURING . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E67, 031606 ~2003!
areas of low step density and a step bunch between t
evolve. The step bunch is created by the second nuclea
rate maximum at 250 min in Fig. 7. As the steps move to
right in this figure, the step bunches move with velocity clo
to that of the elementary steps. This regular behavior ag
with the expectations for the dynamics of noninteract
steps and corresponds to observations in Figs. 3~b! and 4.
Further correspondence of the simulations results to the
perimental observations can be found in the gradual stee
ing of the step trains segment, from meanp'0.0057 to
'0.0067, as well as in the tendency of decay of the s
bunch. The phenomena of steepening and step-bunch d
as the steps move inwards are readily apparent in simulat
of growth of crystals with larger top faces, 2a5500mm,
where the steps pathway reachesa5250mm.

To explain the discrepancy between the chaotic chara
of nucleation in Figs. 1 and 2 and the regular step patte
emerging in the model during nucleation, we recall that d
ing real growth, a newly nucleated step lowers the surf
supersaturation in a limited area on the crystal surface. O
nuclei can emerge near simultaneously in the vicinity of
newly nucleated step. As they spread and merge along
line between their centers, a pattern of parallel st
emerges. These steps interact via the competition for su
from the solution bulk along their length and self-organ
into regular step patterns. In the two-dimensional mo
steps are nucleated as infinitely long and parallel, and
competition and its self-organizing role are turned on fro
the moment of nucleation. In this way, the model merges
stages in the evolution of the step trains: the step genera
and self-organization upon parallelization.

Thus, the model results reproduce the main features
step-bunch evolution, observed in the experiments: s
bunches appear due to unsteady surface nucleation o
new layers, as they move inwards they tend to decay
steepen and their velocity is close to the velocity of the
ementary steps. Besides the chaotic step generation, the
features observed in the experiments, which the model f
to predict, are the twinning and the detwinning of the ste
Above, step twinning was assigned to the short-range s
step attraction, not included in the numerical model. T
splitting of the twinned steps is discussed below.

F. Splitting of twinned steps due to lateral growth

The twinned steps in Figs. 3 and 4 are preserved o
times of several minutes, during which they cover seve
micrometers. This observation is compatible with the ex
tence of a short-range step-step attraction, which is stron
than potential elastic or entropic repulsion between the
elementary steps. If the net interaction is attractive it is
likely that the detwinning is caused by thermal fluctuatio
or other random perturbations in the system. These con
erations suggest that the detwinning cannot be explained
phenomena that equally affect a step along its length and
adequate for a linear model where each step is represente
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a point interacting with its adjacent points. An example
detwinning involving variations in the shape of the step
provided below.

Figure 9 presents an example of the evolution of two st
that twin and detwin during the observation period. Fig. 9~a!
shows that twinning occurs when a section of the front s
falls behind and finds itself at three molecular sizes from
rear step. A twinned segment, six or seven molecular s
long is formed in Fig. 9~b!, likely due to the attraction dis-
cussed above. This segment is joined to the front step
segments perpendicular to the main step direction in this
train. As growth proceeds, the side segments also grow in
lateral direction and narrow the channel between them
Fig. 9~c!. When this channel eventually closes in Fig. 9~d!,
the front and the rear step have split.

The sequence of observations in Fig. 9 allows an estim
of the characteristic surface diffusion length of about th
lattice parameters, in agreements with the estimate stemm
from Fig. 3. Detwinning occurs because after the channe
direction perpendicular to that of the steps closes, the s
separation is greater than the characteristic surface diffu
length.
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FIG. 9. Twinning and detwinning of steps ats51.6 visualized
by high-resolution atomic force microscopy. Time between fram
is indicated in the images. Ellipse highlights step sections that t
and detwin due to lateral growth of the evolved channel.
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